
	
	
	
	
 
	

Ref	No-DPSGFBD/CIRCULAR/IX-XII/0051	/2020-21		 																																																																															Date:	May	10,	2020 
 

Dear Dipsites, 

The world has been talking about the current Covid crisis. The impact of these unprecedented 
times is being debated on several platforms. Will the world heal? How will the local and global 
economies transform? Will the political dynamics change? Will gender roles evolve? Does 
online education hold the key to future? Will the migrant workers come back to the millennial 
cities? Is work from home the answer to few of the many environmental woes? How will my 
lifestyle change after the lockdown or will it?? 

There seems to be no end to these questions. Why should there be? We proudly call 
ourselves the Home Sapien Sapiens- The Wise Man, The Thinking Man. And true 
to the words, thinking has begun. There are serious reflections on the otherwise neglected 
facets of our lives. Our ears are receptive more than ever to the animated conversation between 
those two Mynas jumping from one railing to another, our eyes are gazing at the blue sky with 
an unmatched clarity, our hands our clapping with unparalleled reverence for our helpers, who 
till now were just a page from the primary book on environmental science, our lips are saying 
some heartfelt prayers for not just our near and dear ones but for humanity. There is a dialogue 
taking place between I, Me and Myself. But keeping all these spiraling thoughts inside can get 
overwhelming. Now is the time for connecting with others, as much as it is for self 
reflection. 

 With this intent, we are launching the “Think Aloud” series, which will feature a weekly 
prompt that will be shared with you all every week through the official WhatsApp class 
groups. This prompt could be a word, a song, a quote by some famous personality. We invite 
all our Dipsites from the senior section (IX – XII) to share their musings either in English 
or in Hindi, centered round the given prompt in the backdrop of current times, with us via an 
audio clip in mp3 format, not exceeding 2 minutes. Kindly note that the language, 
content and tone used should be polite at all times and must not be offensive to the 
sensibilities of any individual or community. You are requested to share these audio clips with 
the respective Class Coordinators by Friday of each week. The same will then be 
featured on our school’s Facebook page after reviewing its length, content, language and tone. 
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Class Class Coordinator Mail Id

IX Ms. Vibha Mishra vibhamishra@dpsgfaridabad.com

X Ms. Kavita Saxena kavitasaxena@dpsgfaridabad.com

XI Ms. Jyoti Jain jyotijain@dpsgfaridabad.com

XII Ms. Neha Pande nehapande@dpsgfaridabad.com


